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PROPRIETARY INTELLIGENCE ON GLOBAL 
COMPETITION, IP AND TRADE LAW
PaRR’s editorial coverage offers unique angles into 
IP and trade law, and their conflicts with domestic 
competition law. Our reporters, stringers and analysts 
focus on eight areas of coverage around the world:

  Merger Review
  Abuse of Dominance
  Cartel Investigations
  International Trade & Disputes
  Intellectual Property
  State Aid & Public Programs
  Key Legislation
  Sector Policy Coverage

COMPETITION-RELATED POLICY COVERAGE
Our reporters put their specialist expertise to work 
to anticipate, analyze and preempt potential policy 
shifts on six industry sectors that reflect a high level 
of government involvement: Technology Media & 
Telecom, Financial Services, Energy, Industrials, 
Defense and Health Care.

EXTENSIVE REGULATORY DATABASE
A testament to our global resources, PaRR’s database  
is the only comprehensive merger review tool 
currently available for filtering and analyzing the 
behavior of more than 200 regulatory agencies in 
over 100 countries. This data has been collected by our 
analysts globally over the last decade.
Additionally, a comprehensive case database permits 
subscribers to search ongoing and past competition-
related litigations in all jurisdictions and major industries.

CENTRALIZED AND AGGREGATED KNOWLEDGE
PaRR provides a centralized platform for relevant 
regulatory and legal filings, legislation, and local and 
international news coverage gathered and summarized 
from more than 400 global sources.
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To learn more about PaRR and arrange for a free trial, contact us 
today at sales@PaRR-Global.com or on one of the numbers below.

The Policy and Regulatory Report (PaRR) is an intelligence and 
analytical news service that focuses on the development and 
adaptation of competition law around the world. Our coverage 
spans the Asian/Pacific, European, North American, South 
American, The Middle East and African regions. PaRR focuses 
on the intersection of global competition law with intellectual 
property, trade and sector specific change in which there is a 
direct impact on the fair market practices of governments and 
corporations worldwide.

With on-the-ground teams of specialized journalists based in the regulatory capitals 
of the world – Beijing, Brasilia, Brussels, London, Moscow, New Delhi, Tokyo and 
Washington, D.C. – PaRR leverages relationships with local experts, policy makers 
and regulators to deliver unmatched coverage of the EU and US antitrust agencies 
and emerging BRICS competition law.

This intelligence provides buy-side investors, legal and financial advisors, 
policy makers and corporate executives with the insightful analysis and inside 
knowledge they need to stay ahead of competitors and on top of the latest global 
regulatory developments, threats and opportunities.
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